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Anteui, January 27, 2014

DELFINGEN acquires the companies LANGENDORF and MBG, strengthening its presence with German carmakers and in the field of technical textiles technologies

Delfingen Industry ("Delfingen"), a global leading manufacturer of insulation and protection solutions for electrical wiring, cables and fluid hoses, is pleased to announce the acquisition of Langendorf Textil ("Langendorf") and its subsidiary MBG Techbelt Innovation ("MBG"). Their combined sales revenue in 2013 is €19M with 170 employees.

Langendorf, a company set up in 1908 and based in Marktrodach (Bavaria), is a worldwide renowned expert in the engineering and manufacturing of technical textile sleeving. Its solutions of textile protection are widely used in the automotive, transport, industrial and environment markets. Its subsidiary MBG, located in Münchberg (Bavaria), is specialized in fast weaving process, coating and converting. MBG manufactures tapes, belts and technical straps for the automotive market, cargo handling and personal protection equipment.

The acquisition of Langendorf and MBG is an important milestone in Delfingen’s growth, enhancing its expertise and product development in textile sleeving and strengthening its presence towards German carmakers and automotive suppliers.

Global player able to offer a wide range of solutions, this acquisition fits perfectly into Delfingen’s strategy: a « One Stop Shop Company », offering the most comprehensive range of protection solutions on the market, available at its 30 sites across the world.

About Delfingen:
Delfingen (NYSE Alternext : ALDEL) is a global leading manufacturer of protection systems, fluid transfer solutions and assembly technologies, working closely with carmakers, automotive suppliers and industrials. With a total workforce of 1600 persons, Delfingen operates in 18 countries with sales revenue of €122M in 2012.

For more information, please visit www.delfingen.com